
Nestled into a stunning landscape, the 
University town of Heidelberg has 
always been a popular destination. 
Wander cobble stone roads through 
narrow alleyways in the medieval old 
town, or discover the secrets of the 
Heidelberg castle. Walk over the 
sandstone Karl Theodor Bridge, better 
known as the Old Bridge, one of the 
best-known landmarks of the city. 

STAY EAT DO

Heidelberg has long been known for 
romance – and nothing embodies it like 
Student's Kisses. A delicious wafer bottom 
with a praline-nougat-chocolate filling and 
dark chocolate coating, the treat has been a 
favorite for generations.

Café Knösel Heidelberg Student ś Kiss
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heidelbergsuites.com
europaeischerhof.com heidelberg-marketing/philosophenweg.html

schloss-schwetzingen.de

www.cafeknösel-heidelberg.de 

For exquisite views of the city and 
castle, Heidelberg Suites is superb. 
With its luxurious contemporary 
mix, Europäischer Hof is perfect 
for everyone seeking a 5-star hotel 
with a style all its own. 

herrenmuehle.net
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There isn’t much of a “beaten path” in 
the pristine Alps, but if you prefer to fly 
below the radar, this is the itinerary for 
you. Historic college town Heidelberg, 

Gothic gem Freiburg, and innovative 
Bregenzerwald are the stunning B-sides 

of the region that reward adventurous 
travelers with unsullied beauty. 

The Gstaad-Saanenland holiday 
region in the Bernese Oberland 
attracts a mix of visitors. While the 
chalet village of Gstaad welcomes 
famous guests, the smaller 
neighboring villages offer attractive 
options for families with children. In 
recent years, the center of Gstaad 
has developed into the most 
popular and shortest “shopping 
mile” in Switzerland.

STAY EAT DO

Visitors to Jakob and Erika Zumstein’s farm 
experience hands-on Alpine cheese making. And 
for those not in a rush, a healthy whey bath 
awaits -- and even an overnight stay in the 
hayloft.

Cheese making in the Alps
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Continue exploring 
austria.info/alps
germany.travel/alps
myswitzerland.com/alpsThe Alps

myswitzerland.com/the-alpina-gstaad
myswitzerland.com/ermitage-golf

myswitzerland.com/fondue-land
myswitzerland.com/kleine-scheidegg

myswitzerland.com/alpinecheese

On a sunny hill near Gstaad, 
Restaurant Sonnenhof serves 
French, Italian, and Swiss cuisine. 
In Gstaad, Robert Speth, Gault Millau 
chef of the year in 2005, cooks for 
Hostellerie Chesery guests.

The elegant Alpina Gstaad 
harmonizes modern design with its 
exclusive Six Senses Spa. 
Ermitage Wellness & Spa Hotel is set 
on a sunny terrace with magnificent 
views and parklike grounds. 

myswitzerland.com/restaurant-sonnenhof
chesery.ch/en/

Not one but two luxury automotive 
brands call Stuttgart home: 
Mercedes-Benz and Porsche – and 
as you might expect, the museums 
are as thoughtfully designed as the 
cars themselves. The city is filled 
with green spaces and parks that 
wrap around its center. Spread 
across hills, vineyards, valleys, and 
parks, Stuttgart boasts a surprisingly 
lovely landscape for a car town. 

STAY EAT DO

With Mercedes-Benz Driving Events, you'll 
discover real thrills behind the wheel – 
challenging driver training, fascinating tours, 
exciting travel experiences, and one-off 
incentive activities.
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waldhotel-stuttgart.de
hotelschlossgarten.com

porsche.com/museum/en/

https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/mercedes-benz/
events/driving-events/

outletcity.com/en/metzingen/

Enjoy a stunning view of the city 
while enjoying international 
cuisine at the Cube Restaurant. 
Der rote Hirsch, a modern 
interpretation of a traditional 
“Weinstube," serves contemporary 
Swabian food.

Set in a garden at the edge of a 
forest, the 4-star Waldhotel is 
perfect for a day of relaxation or 
getting into nature. 
The 5-star Hotel Schlossgarten, 
situated by the park near the train 
station, presents a more 
traditional look.

cube-restaurant.de
derrotehirsch.de
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The photogenic town of Montreux is 
nestled in a sheltered Lake Geneva bay, 
surrounded by vineyards and backed 
by the breathtaking snow-covered 
Alps. Each summer for more than 50 
years, the annual Montreux Jazz 
Festival has brought world-famous 
musicians of all genres to stages 
throughout the city. More than 200,000 
music lovers join the party.

STAY EAT DO

Elisabeth von Wittelsbach, Empress of Austria and 
Queen of Hungary -- but known as Sissi -- loved to 
flee to fashionable Montreux. Sissi fans can follow 
her route in a vintage car, immersed in stories of 
her glamorous life during the Belle Époque.
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myswitzerland.com/hotel/stchotel-16262
myswitzerland.com/fairmont-le-montreux-palace

myswitzerland.com/chateau-de-chillon

myswitzerland.com/city-tours

myswitzerland.com/lavaux-vineyard

Le National in Vevey has a 
contemporary urban vibe. Decorated 
with flea market finds, the restaurant 
serves fresh regional cuisine. 
Denis Martin's restaurant adjoins a 
wonderful park near Lake Geneva.

Modern Times, a 4-star hotel 
dedicated to Charlie Chaplin, is 
located near the Chaplin Museum. 
The 5-star Fairmont Le Montreux 
Palace blends tradition and elegance 
in an idyllic lakefront setting. 

myswitzerland.com/montreaux
myswitzerland.com/le-chateau-denis-martin

5Montreux

Drinking a cup of coffee in a 
leisurely fashion, admiring 
centuries-old facades and 
beautiful fountains, listening to 
two local languages, or gazing 
from the 74-meter spire of the 
Cathedral far into the countryside 
– these are experiences that await
you in Fribourg.

STAY EAT DO

On the Gourmet Trail in Fribourg, visitors hike to 
four different Alpine restaurants where local 
hosts serve delicious regional specialties. 
Between courses, hikers revel in unforgettable 
panoramic views.

Gourmet Trail in Fribourg 
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myswitzerland.com/hotel-de-gruyeres.html
myswitzerland.com/auberge-aux-4-vents2.html

myswitzerland.com/en-us/congressos/freiburg.html
myswitzerland.com/en-us/cailler-chocolate-factory.html

myswitzerland.com/theme-hiking.html

Restaurant Des Trois Tours‘ Chef 
Alain Bächler spoils guests with 
delightful meals and views of 
Fribourg’s medieval town. 
At Hotel de Ville, renowned chef 
Franck Giovannini achieves 
heavenly results.

Like views of Moléson mountain? 
Head for Hôtel de Gruyères, a 
country-style hotel. 
At Auberge au 4 Vents, each 
uniquely styled guestroom 
combines contemporary 
technology with Baroque interiors

myswitzerland.com/restaurant-des-trois-tours.html 
myswitzerland.com/l-hotel-de-ville.html

4Fribourg

Tour the sunny city of Baden and let 
the way of life there work its magic 
on you. Visit the old town or take a trip 
into the Black Forest, one of the most 
beautiful regions in Germany. Along 
with the calm of the verdant woods, 
you will find vineyards and river valleys 
to explore, stunning vistas to enjoy, 
and spas to revitalize the soul. Baden 
offers something for every taste.

STAY EAT DO

Surprised that the Black Forest is home to one of 
the best small-batch gins in the world? Visit the 
distillery to see the magic happen and taste the 
iconic Monkey 47 Schwarzwald dry gin – a must 
for every gin connoisseur. 
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colombi.de
elztalhotel.de

hirschgrund-zipline.de
dorotheenhuette.info

www.monkey47.com

Tempt your palate with delectable 
cuisine at 3 Michelin-star 
Restaurant Schwarzwaldstube 
Traube Tonbach. Wine lovers 
shouldn t́ miss German wines and 
fresh, seasonal dishes at Drexlers. 

In the middle of Freiburg ś old town 
the 5-star Colombi Hotel offers a 
quiet hideaway. 
Those seeking relaxation and 
pampering gravitate to the 4-star 
Elztalhotel in Elzach.

traube-tonbach.de
drexlers-restaurant.de

3Black Forest

Discover another side of the 
Neckar – plus great city and 
castle views – on a walk along 
the Philosophenweg. 
Stroll the English and Baroque 
gardens of the 15th-century 
palace Schloss Schwetzing.

Stuttgart

Visit the Porsche Museum for a 
glimpse of more than 80 vehicles 
on display in a 60,000 sq. ft. 
exhibition area. 
In the hometown of Hugo Boss, 
Metzingen outlet offers a wide 
range of designer shops.

Mercedes-Benz Experience

Zoom through the Black Forest at 
40 mph on the spine-tingling 
Hirschgrund Zipline in Schiltach. 
Dorotheenhütte Wolfach, 
glassworks will let you try your 
hand at glass-blowing.

Over 200 Gothic facades lend charm to 
Fribourg’s medieval Old Town. 
Visitors to Maison Cailler, the Swiss 
chocolate factory, immerse 
themselves in the Cailler brand, history, 
and products. 

Follow the world of Belle Époque 

Gstaad

The medieval Château de Chillon on 
Lake Geneva is Switzerland’s 
most-visited historical attraction. 
On the Swiss Wine Route overlooking 
the Lake are the UNESCO-listed Lavaux 
Vineyard Terraces. 

Pack a rucksack and set off on the 
Panorama Trail. From the 
Männlichen, your path to the Kleine 
Scheidegg offers an amazing view 
of the famous mountain trio Eiger, 
Mönch and Jungfrau.

The Bregenzerwald’s 12 villages are 
walkable lessons in history, 
architecture, and Alpine culture. 
The region, famous for innovative 
wood architecture, attracts design 
lovers from around the world. Behind 
fascinating facades, artisans run 
workshops, cheese dairies, and 
farm-to-table restaurants. Discover 
their peaceful world that celebrates 
an unbreakable bond with nature.

STAY EAT DO

Like mac ‘n cheese? Broaden your taste horizons 
with the cheesy dumpling-like dish known as 
Käseknöpfle -- a classic regional favorite -- at 
restaurants that cater to local tastes. Soft and 
savory, it is the perfect Austrian comfort food. 
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hotel-hirschen-bregenzerwald.at
krone-au.at

schwarzenberg.at

bregenzerwald.at

en.werkraum.at

Journey down the Bregenzerwald 
Cheese Road where some 100 
dairy farmers demonstrate cheese 
production methods and invite 
visitors to sample cheese varieties.

 The 250-year-old Hotel Hirschen 
Schwarzenberg offers guests a taste 
of life in a historic farmhouse. 
Hotel Krone in Au offers a gorgeous 
spa and an acclaimed restaurant 
serving local gourmet fare. 

bregenzerwald.at
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Cheesy Käseknöpfle 

The neoclassical painter Angelika 
Kauffmann has a stunning 
museum dedicated to her art. 
Learn more about Bregenzerwald 
design at the Werkraum exhibition 
space in Andelsbuch.

Kufstein is Tirol’s hidden gem: a 
picturesque medieval town ringed by 
beautiful mountains. The fortress 
that towers above the historic core 
dates to the 1200s and offers great 
views of the region. Cobblestone 
alleys are lined by charming medieval 
houses with wrought-iron details. In 
nearby Erl, the renowned Tyrol 
Festival Erl stages summertime 
opera performances in a unique 
Alpine setting.

STAY EAT DO

Schnaps is the drink of choice in Tirol’s 
mountains. Visit the Brennerei Messerschmied 
in Ebbs to sample the traditional spirit. 
Messerschmied’s crowning glory is Schnaps 
made from the fruit of a pear tree planted by the 
owner’s great grandfather.
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auracher-loechl.at
arte-kufstein.at

austria.info

kufstein.com

riedel.com

Three young locals brew craft beer 
under the moniker Bierol. Try it at 
the Bierol Taproom & Restaurant. 
The Auracher Löchl is Kufstein’s 
classic restaurant with great 
Tirolean food.

Boutique Hotel Träumerei #8 is 
lovingly decorated, striking the perfect 
balance of stylish and traditional. 
Arte Hotel has cool, functional rooms 
and a sleek, open-plan breakfast area.

taproom.at
auracher-loechl.at

8Kufstein

The Spirit of Tirol

Hike the Kaisertal valley, a car-free nature 
reserve with rustic mountain inns and 
great views. 
Visit the glassblowers of world-renowned 
Riedel glassmakers in Kufstein.

Since the 19th century, picturesque 
Zell am See has welcomed holiday 
visitors. Elegant waterfront hotels 
cluster around Lake Zell, one of many 
glacial lakes in the region. Nature 
offers a bountiful playground for 
hikers, bikers, skiers, and other 
adventure-seekers, and gives Alpine 
character to the mellow locale.

STAY EAT DO

Traditional handcraft and quality materials come 
together at Zant Lederei, where Tobias Zant makes 
custom Lederhosen. With your personal pair, you 
will brandish Austrian history anywhere you go. Be 
sure to call for an appointment. 
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schloss-prielau.at 
thesmarthotel.at

schmitten.at
schmitten.at/shipping

TEL: +43/6542/73412

Walk to Schloss Kammer, another 
repurposed castle, and dine on a 
farm-to-table meal at its inviting 
restaurant. 
Cafe Seegasse in the town center is a 
hotspot for coffee and people-watching.

Like castle living? Give Schloss 
Prielau a try. It’s an easy stroll to 
the private beach on the lake. 
Lederer’s Living offers free 
access to a nearby spa and a 
sunny, modern atmosphere.

schlosskammer.com 
zellamsee-kaprun.com
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Custom Lederhosen

Take the Porsche cable car to the 
Schmittenhöhe peak to drink in some of 
Austria’s most impressive views. 
Admire the mountains from Lake Zell on 
a romantic boat cruise.

Zell am See
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Simplicissimus fuses classic 
ingredients with modern 
technique and French flair. 
For Michelin-starred cuisine head 
to Restaurant Herrenmühle, in a 
lovely 17th-century building close 
to the Neckar river.
simplicissimus-restaurant.de

 Sweeping vista over Zell am See, Austria
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